
Pui Ling School of The Precious Blood 

1920 Summer Holiday Homework 

 

Class: 4 ___  Name: __________________( )    Date:_____________   

                      

A. Tom’s class teacher and the classmates are talking about English Day. 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs. 

 

Tom:  Let’s (1.)________________ ( run ) a game stall on English Day. 
 
Teacher: Good idea! Many students like (2.)________________ ( play ) games. 
 
Ben:   Shall we (3.)________________ ( make ) handicrafts for English Day? 
 
Teacher: That sounds great! What do you want to (4.)__________ (do)? 
 
Tom:  I can (5.)________________ ( teach ) others to make a paper windmill. 
 
Teacher: Alright. I think many students (6.)________________ ( like ) windmills.  

Let’s (7.)____________ ( do ) it on English Day. Let me (8.)__________ 
( buy ) some paper this weekend. 

 

 

B. Tom is showing Ben a timetable of his activities in summer holiday. Fill 

in the blanks with the correct words. 

 

always usually often sometimes seldom never 

   

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

swim        

play tennis        

practise the violin        

go to the library        

surf the Internet        
 

Tom (1.)________________ goes swimming.  

He (2.)________________ plays tennis.  

He (3.)________________ plays the violin.  

He (4.)________________ goes to the library. 

He (5.)________________ surfs the Internet.  
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C. Tom is writing a journal entry about the trip to the Peak with Uncle Dave. 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs in the brackets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sunday, 8th August                                    Rainy 

 

Last night, Uncle Dave and I (1.)                    (be) very unlucky. 

 

After dinner, we (2.)                 (go) to the Peak. We  

(3.)               (wait) for the bus for more than an hour. Later we  

found out that there was a car accident two blocks away from us!  

 

The bus was a double-decker. It was quite full but we got two seats in  

the front of the bus. Suddenly we (4.)                (hear) two  

people shouting. We turned and (5.)                 (see) a young  

couple. A passenger (6.)                 (tell) the driver to stop the bus.  

The driver came over to (7.)                (see) what was going on.  

It (8.)                    (take) him half an hour to settle the quarrel. 

 

When we (9.)                    (arrive) at the Peak, it was dark. When we 

looked down from above, we saw the wonderful scene of Victoria Harbour. But 

within seconds, it started to rain. I looked for my umbrella in my bag. ‘Oh,  

I (10.)                (leave) my umbrella at home this morning!’ I shouted. 

We (11.)              (run) back to the shopping mall quickly. We got all wet. 

 

I told Uncle Dave, ‘I (12.)                    (bring) my umbrella next time.’ 
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D. Tom and Ben want to join the Red Tiger Cricket Club. Read their 

application forms. 

 

Red Tiger – Application Form       Red Tiger – Application Form 

Date:     10/10                       Date:      9/10                         

Name:   Tom Chui                  Name:     Ben Lee     

Class:      4A                        Class:      4B          

Height:     160cm                     Height:     162cm      

Weight:     52kg                      Weight:     50kg        

Health: ( ) Very good                   Health:   (   ) Very good 

       (  ) Good                                 (  ) Good 

       (  ) Fair                                  (   ) Fair 

How often do you see the doctor?         How often do you see the doctor? 

  Once a year.                             Twice a year.                   

What are you good at?                   What are you good at? 

  Playing basketball and swimming.          Playing basketball and football.   

 

   In question 1 to 6, which sentence is correct? Choose the best answer 

by blackening ● the circle. 

 

1.  O  A. Tom and Ben are in the same class. 

  O  B. Tom and Ben are in different classes. 

    O  C. Both of them come from the same class. 
   

2.  O  A. Tom is taller than Ben. 

  O  B. Ben is taller than Tom. 

    O  C. Both of them are the same height. 
 

3.  O  A. Tom filled in the form earlier. 

  O  B. Ben filled in the form earlier. 

    O  C. Ben and Tom filled in the form on the same day. 
 

4.  O  A. Both Tom and Ben are good at swimming. 

    O  B. Only Ben is good at swimming. 

    O  C. Only Tom is good at swimming. 
 

5.  O  A. Only Tom is always sick. 

    O  B. Both Tom and Ben are always sick. 

    O  C. Both Tom and Ben are healthy children. 
 

6.  O  A. Only Tom likes playing cricket. 

  O  B. Both of them like playing cricket. 

  O  C. Both of them do not like playing cricket. 
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E. Uncle Dave wants to go on a sightseeing boat trip with Tom. He picks 

 up a leaflet at the hotel. Read the leaflet and answer the questions.  

 

1. What is the boat trip for? 

 A. fishing in Victoria Harbour   B. sightseeing of Victoria Harbour 

 C. seafood dinner on the boat    D. shopping in Tsim Sha Tsui 

 

2. What can you take at the pier? 

 A. a train    B. a bus    C. a ferry     D. a taxi 

 

3. How long does each tour last for? 

Each tour lasts for _________ hour. 
 

4. If Uncle Dave wants to join the tour, where should he go to get on the boat? 

He should get on the boat at ________________________. 
 

5. He finishes his dinner at 9:00 p.m. at the hotel. Which tour can he join? 

He can join Tour _____.  
 

6. How much should Uncle Dave and Tom pay for the tour in total if they take 

 buffet dinner at the hotel? 

They should pay ________________________ dollars. 

  

See Victoria Harbour at night in style! 

 3 tours per night 

Tour A     7:30 p.m.  8:30 p.m. 

    Tour B     8:30 p.m.  9:30 p.m. 

    Tour C     9:30 p.m.  10:30 p.m. 

 Place to board:  Tsim Sha Tsui Pier  

(a 10-minute walk from the hotel) 

 Price: $100 per person (20% discount for 

customers taking buffet dinner at the hotel)  
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F. Read the front cover and the back cover of a storybook.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coco’s Fantastic 

Journey 

 

Written by: Samantha Chan 

Illustrated by: Connie Yam 

Reading Fun Books 

A book for all to enjoy… 

 

     The story is about Coco, a goose who travels to South Island 

to escape the cold winter months. The story begins as Coco 

hatches from her egg and follows her adventures with other geese 

on their way to South Island. On her journey, Coco runs into danger, 

including two animals: a wicked old wolf and a hungry bear... 

 

The storybook is a good choice for children. The story is 

interesting. The words are easy. The pictures are colourful. They 

are going to love this storybook. 
 
Rating: ★★★★☆ 

Reviewer: Edmond Lee 
 

Other Reading Fun books by Samantha Chan 
The Naughty Snakes      What Do Little Rabbits Choose?   

5 

10 



               P.6 

 
Refer to P.5. Choose the best answer by blackening the circle. 
 
1. What is the title of the storybook? 
A. Samantha Chan      B. The Magic Finger  
C. Connie Yam        D. Coco’s Fantastic Journey 

 
2. Who drew the pictures in this storybook? 
A. Samantha Chan        B. Connie Yam 
C. Edmond Lee       D. Coco Cheung 
 

3. Who wrote the information on the back cover? 
A. Samantha Chan        B. Connie Yam 
C. Edmond Lee       D. Coco Cheung 
 

4. What is NOT true about Coco? 
A. She doesn’t like winter.         B. She travels to South Island.   
C. She makes friend with a wolf.   D. She travels with other geese. 

 
5. What is true about the storybook?  

(You may choose more than one answer.) 
A. The story is interesting.      B. The words are easy. 
C. The words are difficult.      D. The pictures are black-and-white. 

 
6. Read line 9-10: They are going to love this storybook. What does ‘They’  

refer to? 
A. Coco and her friends  B. little rabbits 
C. children           D. the wolf and the bear 

 
7. How many Reading Fun books has Samantha written? 
A. 1       B. 2 
C. 3     D. 4 

 

 


